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Rationale of the project.
Cyberhate is defined as racist, discriminatory, negationist and violent statements with social
network platforms like Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, amongst others. Examples could include
Facebook posts promoting ideas of hatred against a community, videos, messages in forum,
etc.
Prospective chapters can deal with, but will exclude chapters on Cyber Terrorism:
1- Racism based on alleged race, skin color, nationality, descent and national or ethnic
origin, etc.
2- Discrimination/Xenophobia, on the basis of sex, gender, sexual orientation, religious
or philosophical beliefs, health status, physical characteristics, etc.
The series of contributions featured in this handbook will demonstrate multi-faceted
perspectives. While providing such a focus, these papers will also operate with a constantly
evolving conceptualization of contemporary societies and their modern cyber-evil. This
Handbook as a whole will reflect that modern cyber-evil is primarily based on human minds
and activities, and on deviant uses of modern technologies, which may differ ideologically,
historically and culturally on the global map of modern legal systems. This plurality of
perspectives, which poses a challenge to our future, is the source of this handbook that offers
a variety of foundations, legal perspectives, and popular developments in an effort to suggest
measures to combat this modern cyber-evil.

Part I. Theoretical Foundations of E-Predation and E-Victimization
Part II. Modern Cyber-Evil with legal case analyses
Part III. Modern Cyber Evil in Popular Culture

Please send your abstract of 500 words (max.) to Anne Wagner (valwagnerfr@yahoo.com) by
25 June 2022. We will accept from 20 to 35 chapters.
Further instructions will be given once the abstracts are approved.
The “Handbook on Cyber Hate, the Modern Cyber-Evil” will be part of the law book series
“Law and Visual Jurisprudence” (https://www.springer.com/series/16413).
Prospective year of publication: 2023.

